Abstract-Test scenarios can be derived based on some system models for requirements validation purposes. Model-based test suite reduction aims to provide a smaller set of test scenarios which can preserve the original test coverage with respect to some testing criteria. We are proposing to apply Formal Concept Analysis (FCA) in analyzing the association between a set of test scenarios and a set of transitions specified in a state machine model. By utilizing the properties of concept lattice, we are able to determine incrementally a minimal set of test scenarios with adequate test coverage.
INTRODUCTION
Test scenarios can be derived based on some system models for requirements validation purposes. Model-based testing [1, 16] refers to deriving a suite of test scenarios from a model that represents the behavior of a software system. In particular, state machine model has been widely used for this purpose in testing event-driven, reactive systems, and embedded software systems [1, 2] . State machine model can be used to specify the dynamic perspective of a system and its interactions with the users through sequences of transitions. The sequences of transitions can form a set of test scenarios for validation of functional requirements by test engineers and end users. However, since cycles in the state machine model may lead to an infinite number of test scenarios, exhaustive testing is usually not possible. Moreover, many test scenarios are part of some other test scenarios and thus lead to redundancy in the test suite. Model-based test suite reduction can be applied in this situation and derive a smaller set of test scenarios which still preserves the original test coverage with respect to some testing criteria. A default criterion of adequate testing with a state machine model is all-transition coverage criterion [1, 11, 16] , which means each transition specified in the state machine model should be triggered at least once by executing the test scenarios.
In this paper, we shall describe an incremental approach for reducing model-based test suite using Formal Concept Analysis (FCA) [6] . FCA is a mathematical technique for formulating concepts in terms of a set of formal objects and their associated formal attributes, and providing a systematic way of combining and organizing individual concepts of a given context into hierarchically ordered conceptual structure, known as a concept lattice. In the context of transition coverage, FCA can be applied to associate a set of test scenarios (as formal objects) with a set of transitions (as formal attributes) specified in a state machine model, and to organize them to form a concept lattice. By utilizing the properties of concept lattice, we are able to incrementally determine a minimal set of test scenarios with adequate test coverage. This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses some related work. Section 3 presents the application of FCA in test suite reduction. The proposed incremental approach for modelbased test suite reduction is explained in Section 4. Finally, Section 5 concludes our work.
RELATED WORK
Test suite reduction, in general, can be considered as a minimum set-covering problem [4] . A classical approach for solving minimum set-covering problem is based on greedy heuristic [5] . When applying greedy heuristic for test scenario selection, first, the test scenario that covers the most elements will be selected. Then, the test scenario that covers the most remaining elements will be selected. The process will be repeated until all the elements have been covered. In case there are multiple test scenarios covering the most and same amount of elements, one of the test scenarios will arbitrarily selected. However, greedy heuristic may not always provide the optimal test suite [12, 14] .
For example, Table 1 shows the coverage of six transitions {t1, t2, t3, t4, t5, t6} by four test scenarios {s1, s2, s3, s4}. Suppose that we would like to determine a reduced set of test scenarios that can sufficiently cover all the transitions. When applying greedy heuristic, s1 will be selected first for having the greatest coverage cardinality. Then s2 and s3 will also be selected for covering the remaining transitions. Therefore, the greedy heuristic will derive a reduced test suite of {s1, s2, s3}. However, the minimal test suite for this simple case, in fact, is {s2, s3}. This example reveals a limitation of applying greedy heuristic in test suite reduction. With greedy heuristic, we could have selected some test scenarios which may turn out to be redundant when some other test scenarios are included in the test suite. Our proposed incremental approach, which is based on FCA, can help to identify those redundant test scenarios so as to keep the test suite minimal.
FCA has been applied to several software engineering problems [15] , such as restructuring program codes into more cohesive components, identifying class candidates in object oriented design, and re-engineering class hierarchies. Most of such work applies FCA to model the generalization-specialization relationship, in which, a subclass inherits some features from its superclasses within a class hierarchy; and to model the variables dependency relationship for de- [14] presented a Delayed-Greedy heuristic for selecting the minimum number of test cases which can exercise the given set of testing requirements. Our mechanism differs from Tallam and Gupta's approach in which, our testing requirements are based on the test scenarios derived from state machine model; and our approach does not need to go through attribute reduction procedure as described in their DelayedGreedy algorithm. Because of the involvement of attribute reduction procedure, Tallam and Gupta's approach cannot support incremental update of the test suite in the situations that when some new test cases have been incurred.
Sampath et al. [13] have applied FCA for test suite reduction in the domain of web applications testing, in which, each of the URLs used in a web session is considered as a formal attribute; whilst each web session is considered as a formal object which constitutes to be a test case. The reduced test suite is obtained by selecting those test cases associated with the strongest concepts (i.e. the concept nodes that are just above the bottom-most concept node in the concept lattice). Although the method is able to support incremental selection of test cases, redundancy may still exist among the strongest concepts and thus the reduced test suite may not be minimal. By utilizing the incremental mechanism for updating the concept lattice structure, our approach can iteratively locate for any test scenarios which turn out to be non-significant or redundant when new test scenarios are added. These non-significant or redundant test scenarios will be removed in order to keep the test suite minimal.
APPLYING FCA IN TEST SUITE REDUCTION
Formal Concept Analysis (FCA) provides a mathematical foundation for systematically combining and organizing individual concepts of a given context into a hierarchically ordered conceptual structure [6] . Given a binary relation R between a set of formal objects O and a set of formal attributes A (that is, R ⊆ O × A ), the tuple (O, A, R) forms a formal context. For a set of objects, O i ⊆ O, the set of common attributes, σ, is defined as:
Analogously, the set of common objects, τ, for a set of attributes, A i ⊆ A, is defined as:
With reference to equations (1) 
The partial order relation in equation (3) can be used to specify the meanings of subconcepts and superconcepts. Given two concepts c 1 and c 2 , if c 1 ≤ c 2 holds, c 1 is called subconcept of c 2 ; or equivalently, c 2 is called superconcept of c 1 .
The set of all concepts of a formal context and the partial ordering can be represented graphically using a concept lattice. A concept lattice consists of nodes that represent the concepts and edges connecting these nodes. The nodes for concepts c 1 and c 2 are connected if and only if c 1 ≤ c 2 and there is no other concept c 3 such that c 1 ≤ c 3 ≤ c 2 .
When applying FCA in model-based test suite reduction, the formal context for transition coverage [9, 10] can be defined as a tuple (S, T, R), where:
‧S is a set of test scenarios (considered as formal objects); ‧T is a set of transitions (considered as formal attributes) that appear in the given state machine model; ‧a pair (scenario s, transition t) is in relation R if transition t is triggered when scenario s is executed.
As an example, with reference to the transition coverage of the test scenarios given in Table 1 , a set of seven concepts that can be derived is shown in Table 2 . Fig. 1 depicts the concept lattice for the concepts listed in Table 2 . Each concept node is labeled with the associated extent and intent elements. The Top concept, c1, of the concept lattice is the most generalized concept − the superconcept to all other concepts; whereas the Bottom concept, c7, is the most specialized concept − the subconcept to all other concepts.
The labeling of the lattice can be simplified for clarity by applying equations (4) and (5) so that only the extent and intent elements which are most specific to a given concept are displayed.
The attribute labels are displayed slightly above the concept node whereas the object labels are marked slightly below the node. Fig. 2 shows the concept lattice with a compact form of labeling. The concept lattice structure can be used for checking the adequacy of test coverage and determining a minimal set of test scenarios. 
Adequacy of Test Coverage
In the context of transition coverage, the set of test scenarios is considered to be providing adequate test coverage if when executing these test scenarios, each transition is triggered at least once. With reference to the concept lattice, the adequacy of test coverage is indicated by:
The condition in equation (6) implies that every transition is covered by some test scenarios. Therefore, the concept lattice shown in Fig.2 reveals that the test scenarios {s1, s2, s3, s4} are sufficient enough to cover all transitions.
Minimal Set of Test Scenarios
A set of test scenarios is considered to be minimal if any one of the test scenarios is removed, some of the transitions will not be covered by the remaining test scenarios. The concept lattice structure can help in determining which test scenarios can be excluded from the test suite without affecting the test coverage.
Definition 1: Non-significant test scenario
With reference to a concept lattice, a test scenario s is non-significant if: (i) s ∈ ObjectLabels (c) ; and (ii) there exists some concept c′ such that c ≥ c′ ≥ Bottom A test scenario s is non-significant implies that its coverage of transitions is a subset to that of at least one of the other test scenarios.
Definition 2: Redundant test scenario
With reference to a concept lattice, a test scenario s is redundant if: (i) s ∈ ObjectLabels (c) ; and (ii) there is no other concept c′ such that c ≥ c′ ≥ Bottom; and (iii) AttributeLabels(c) = ∅ A test scenario s is redundant implies that it does not solely cover any transitions by itself. With reference to the example shown in Fig. 2 , by Definition 1, test scenario s4 is considered to be non-significant; whereas, by Definition 2, s1 is considered to be redundant. The test suite can be reduced whilst maintaining the adequacy of test coverage by removing those non-significant test scenarios and redundant test scenarios. For example, Fig. 3 shows the revised concept lattice after removing the test scenarios s4 and s1. The resultant test suite {s2, s3} is considered to be minimal.
INCREMENTAL MODEL-BASED TEST SUITE REDUCTION
The software system may evolve as requirements change and thus lead to the need for additional test scenarios to be considered. In this section, we shall describe the incremental mechanism that can support the incremental updates of the test suite.
The existence of incremental algorithms for updating concept lattices in the literature [3, 7] make it possible to save the effort of reconstructing the whole lattice from scratch. Fig. 4 shows the algorithm which built upon the incremental lattice update mechanism, including adding new objects and removing existing objects [3, 7] . The algorithm starts with a set of test scenarios S with an initial concept lattice L. Each test scenario is added to the concept lattice one by one. If the test scenario turns out to be non-significant, it will be removed. In case some redundant test scenarios exist in the updated concept lattice, they will also be removed from the lattice structure in order to keep the test suite minimal. The process will be repeated until all test scenarios in S have been considered. The output of the algorithm will be a set S′ which contains the minimal set of test scenarios and the corresponding updated concept lattice L′.
As a working example, we demonstrate the incremental model-based test suite reduction process with a case of Automated Teller Machine (ATM). ATM is a commonly used example in the literature for explaining the modeling with state machine model [1, 8, 16] . Fig. 5 illustrates a state machine model of a simplified ATM system. It models the interactions between a user and the ATM. First, the ATM will perform user authentication by checking the validity of the ATM card and password. Then, the user is allowed to choose the services for balance checking, money withdrawal, or fund transfer, given that the user has sufficient balance in the bank account. In validating the ATM system, a series of test scenarios will be applied in order to check whether the ATM can perform according to the requirements specified in the state machine model. Each test scenario will trigger a sequence of transitions which will cause changes in the states of the system. For instance, the scenario of a valid money withdrawal will trigger the following sequence of transitions: t01→t02→ t04→ t08→ t012→ t15→ t16.
By traversing the state machine model, we can trace for a collection of feasible sequences of transitions which forms a set of test scenarios as listed in Fig. 6 . We can then apply the incremental algorithm to consider each test scenario one by one so as to determine a minimal set of With the inclusion of a new test scenario in each iteration, the concept lattice can help to check whether such incremental update would lead to any existing test scenarios becoming nonsignificant or redundant. If so, those non-significant or redundant test scenarios should be excluded from the set S′. Table 3 shows the inclusion and exclusion of test scenarios in each iteration for the working example. The resultant concept lattice is shown in Fig. 7 Scenario s02: t01→ t02→ t06→ t07 Scenario s03: t01→ t02→ t04→ t05→ t06→ t07 Scenario s04: t01→ t02→ t04→ t08→ t09→ t07 Scenario s05: t01→ t02→ t04→ t08→ t10→ t11→ t09→ t07 Scenario s06: t01→ t02→ t04→ t08→ t10→ t11→ t12→ t13→ t07 Scenario s07: t01→ t02→ t04→ t08→ t12→ t13→ t07 Scenario s08: t01→ t02→ t04→ t08→ t12→ t14→ t13→ t07 Scenario s09: t01→ t02→ t04→ t08→ t12→ t15→ t16 Scenario s10: t01→ t02→ t04→ t08→ t10→ t11→ t17→ t18→ t22→ t07 Scenario s11: t01→ t02→ t04→ t08→ t17→ t18→ t22→ t07 Scenario s12: t01→ t02→ t04→ t08→ t17→ t18→ t19→ t22→ t07 Scenario s13: t01→ t02→ t04→ t08→ t17→ t18→ t20→ t21→ t09→ t07 Fig. 6 . List of test scenarios that, among the given test scenarios, seven of them are selected to form the minimal set of test suite {s01, s03, s05, s08, s09, s12, s13}. By executing this set of test suite, all the transitions specified in the state machine model will be triggered at least once. Some narrative texts can be added as shown in Table 4 for completing the specification of the selected test scenarios. Later on, if the software requirements of the ATM system evolve, extra test scenarios can be derived from the revised state machine model. The set of new test scenarios will be used as the input to the incremental algorithm for updating the concept lattice and determining the revised minimal test suite.
CONCLUSION
FCA provides a mathematical foundation for combining and organizing individual concepts of a given context to form a concept lattice. In this paper, we have applied FCA in incremental model-based test suite reduction, with reference to the behavioral perspective of a system -state machine model, through analyzing the transition coverage relationship of " test scenario s covers transition t" .
Software system may evolve as requirements change and thus lead to the need for additional test scenarios to be considered. With the notion of concept lattice, the primary contributions of this work are: (1) utilizing the properties of concept lattice in selecting a minimal set of test scenarios while maintaining adequate test coverage; and (2) supporting incremental update of the minimal test suite to cater for the evolving software requirements.
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